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REVERSE PITCHES, PART 2
After reading our Reverse Pitches, Part 1 Starter Kit[LINK], you know all that goes into hosting a 
Reverse Pitch. We’ve given you all the details for how to establish your Reverse Pitch and have 
told you of the benefits a Reverse Pitch can have in your Smart Gigabit Community, but there’s no 
better way to fully see the impact of a Reverse Pitch than to get familiar with the Reverse Pitch 
competitions that US Ignite co-hosted and sponsored in 2017.

To learn more about the Reverse Pitch Competition events held in 2017, please visit: https://
www.us-ignite.org/smart-gigabit-communities/reverse-pitch. Winning applications from US 
Ignite’s 2017 Reverse Pitch competitions, among nearly a dozen winning gigabit applications, 
included an application that provides key features for sharing educational virtual reality 
experiences, an application that uses virtual reality to train emergency service providers for 
large-scale disasters, an application that makes it easy to find parking in crowded areas, and an 
application to teach middle schoolers how to use the programming language Python.

In October 2017, US Ignite announced the commencement of the 2018 Smart Gigabit 
Communities Reverse Pitch Competitions. For more information, please visit the announcement 
here. The 2018 Reverse Pitch events were held from December 2017 through May 2018; we were 
thrilled to collaborate with SGCs and stakeholders to ideate and develop gigabit applications that 
provide transformative public benefits.

Please see the community summaries below for highlights and key takeaways from the eight 
Reverse Pitch events that occurred in 2017.

NORTH CAROLINA—NCNGN

The New City Ventures and RIoT organizations co-hosted Reverse Pitch events throughout North 
Carolina on February 28, 2017, to launch North Carolina’s Reverse Pitch for Smart City Gigabit 
Applications competition. This event, produced with the support and partnership of US Ignite, NC 
Next Generation Networks, and North Carolina State, took place in Greensboro at HQ Greensboro 
and was simulcast to audiences in Charlotte and Raleigh.

This Reverse Pitch challenged the most innovative and creative engineers, entrepreneurs, 
developers, designers, data scientists, coders, and civic hackers to develop ideas for a chance to 
win one of two $19,000 prizes. Other prizes included over $120,000 in IBM Watson IoT/Bluemix 
Cloud Credits.

The two winning gigabit applications from this Reverse Pitch were: 

• Virtual Reality: A shared virtual reality application where multiple people can learn from, 
analyze, and annotate 360-degree video

• Dropark, An Innovative Approach Towards Smart Parking: An application that enables 
parking through real-time mobile application

https://www.us-ignite.org/smart-gigabit-communities/reverse-pitch
https://www.us-ignite.org/smart-gigabit-communities/reverse-pitch
https://www.us-ignite.org/news/us-ignite-announces-2018-reverse-pitch-competition/
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For more information, please visit:

• Ignite NC Facebook Page

• Reverse Pitch Site

AUSTIN

The City of Austin’s GigaTECHs Application Competition 
encouraged the ideation and development of next-generation 
gigabit internet applications that provide transformative 
public benefit. The GigaTECHs Competition is made 
possible through a collaboration among the City of Austin’s 
Communications and Technology Management Department, 
the Office of Innovation, and the Telecommunications and 
Regulatory Affairs Department.

The competition kicked off in early June at the ATX Hack for Change, and received 26 outstanding 
entries. After Round 1, judges picked 11 finalists from among the 26 entries, and then selected 
the two winning applications in August 2017. The competition awarded $38,000 in seed funding 
to support the development of two next-generation applications focused on opportunities in local 
transportation, education, clean energy, health, and public safety.

The two winning gigabit applications from this Reverse Pitch were: 

• Just In Time VR: Just In Time VR uses virtual reality to train emergency service providers for 
large-scale disasters

• Kiwi Compute: Kiwi Compute is a free application to 
teach middle schoolers how to use the programming 
language Python

For more information, please visit:

• HeroX

• Austin offers $38K for civic-minded app developers

• The City Of Austin’s GigaTECHs App Competition

• San Marcos team Just in Time VR wins GigaTECH 
app competition

RICHARDSON

The Richardson, Texas, SGC community—in partnership with US Ignite—hosted a Reverse 
Pitch event for application developers from the Richardson/Dallas-Fort Worth local high-tech 
ecosystem. This event was designed to present software developers with a challenge to develop 
two gigabit applications that will provide advanced technology solutions to issues faced by the 
community. A total of $20,000 in cash prizes was made available to the top two developers/
development teams that can come up with applications ideas that utilize gigabit bandwidth and/
or require extremely low latency. 

Photo Credit: Duke Today

Photo Credit: AustinGO2.0 @atxgo

https://www.facebook.com/groups/ignitenc/
http://www.ignitenc.co
https://herox.com/GigaTECHSATX/community
https://www.bizjournals.com/austin/news/2017/05/02/austin-offers-38k-for-civic-minded-app-developers.html
https://area-info.net/the-city-of-austins-gigatechs-app-competition/
https://star.txstate.edu/2017/10/26/san-marcos-team-just-in-time-vr-wins-gigatech-app-competition/
https://star.txstate.edu/2017/10/26/san-marcos-team-just-in-time-vr-wins-gigatech-app-competition/
http://pratt.duke.edu/news/reverse-pitch
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The competition kicked-off on February 24, 2017, and included presentations from US Ignite 
National Technical Leader Scott Turnbull, President of iWire365, and Richardson Technical 
Leader Gi Vania. Later, judges reviewed proposals and business plans submitted by participants 
by the March 31, 2017 deadline.

The two winning gigabit applications from this Reverse Pitch were: 

• Security on Poles: Security on the Poles uses smart LED-powered street lights equipped 
with HD cameras, microphones, and sensors to monitor UTD parking lots for safety and 
parking space availability as well as campus streets for congestion. The system provides 
driver exit and entrance alternatives via smart phones and license plate tracking. 

• Emotive Virtual Patient (EVP): EVP is an augmented-reality application for training nurses 
and healthcare workers using the Microsoft HoloLens viewer and an “emotive virtual reality 
patient” with complex natural-language conversation 
paths that accurately represent the emotions, unique 
cultures, and overall behavior patterns of real-life 
patients for training healthcare professionals on patient 
interaction and diagnosis

For more information, please visit:

• Reverse Pitch yields winning innovative projects to 
power smart cities

• Richardson Community US Ignite Initiative 
Smart Gigabit Community Application Challenge

CHATTANOOGA

The Chattanooga Reverse Pitch event, held on February 15, 2017, was an opportunity for 
professional developers to hear more details about the background and framework for proposed 
next-generation application topics from event program sponsors. Sponsors and partners of 
the Reverse Pitch included The Enterprise Center, US Ignite, CO.LAB, Electric Power Board of 
Chattanooga (EPB), Chattanooga Public Library, and Mozilla. The proposed next-generation 
application topics included transmission of encrypted telehealth services and data, navigation 
of the complexities of available linear and Over-the-top content packages, and creation of an 
accessible interface and documentation for users of LOLA software.

The winning gigabit application from this Reverse Pitch was LOLA for All. LOLA, an open source 
Low Latency audio and video conferencing technology that enables real-time, simultaneous, live 
musical performances across long distances, is emerging as an exciting opportunity for schools 
and libraries to fully leverage their advanced high-speed connectivity. This technology allows 
students to greatly expand their musical horizons and community members to share their 
unique musical talents with the rest of the world. The project itself creates an easily installable 
node for organizations to lower the bar for schools and other adopters to implement a LOLA 
project of their own.

Photo Credit: Dallas Innovates

http://business.richardsonchamber.com/news/details/reverse-pitch-yields-winning-innovative-projects-to-power-smart-cities
http://business.richardsonchamber.com/news/details/reverse-pitch-yields-winning-innovative-projects-to-power-smart-cities
http://www.telecomcorridor.com/about-us/us-ignite
http://www.telecomcorridor.com/about-us/us-ignite
https://dallasinnovates.com/winners-named-in-richardson-smart-cities-reverse-pitch/
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For more information, please visit: 

• EPB, Chattanooga Public Library seek help to tap super-fast Internet

• Reverse Pitch

• Chattanooga hosting “Reverse Pitch” focused on gigabit applications

LAFAYETTE

Cajun Code Fest is an annual coding competition open to all students and professionals with 
knowledge in software development and technology innovation. In 2017, teams had 24 hours 
to develop a Smart Communities application with civic data provided by Lafayette Consolidated 
Government. Cajun Code Fest 5.0 was held from March 29-April 1, 2017.

The Cajun Code Fest provided participants access to Lafayette Parish datasets and other federal 
data sources to create applications and tools that will ignite the Lafayette Smart Community. 
Teams had a chance to win over $10,000 in cash and prizes.

Cajun Code Fest 5.0 Summit Speakers included US Ignite’s Community Leader Nishal Mohan; 
Andrew Rodgers from The Enterprise Center in Chattanooga; Jenn Beard, Gigabit Fund Manager, 
Mozilla Foundation; and Joel Robideaux, Mayor-President, Lafayette Consolidated Government. 

The Cajun Code Fest 5.0 awarded cash and prizes for the following:

• Popping and Locking the Stack: First Place

• Thrive or Die: Runner-Up and Team Favorite

• Band of Squanchers: Best Student Team (College)

• David Thibodeaux STEM Magnet Academy Coding 
Krewe: Best Student Team (K-12)

For more information, please visit:

• Cajun Code Fest

• Cajun Code Fest Facebook Page

• How to make Lafayette a ‘Smart City’

PHOENIX

The Institute for Digital Progress (iDP) partnered with US Ignite, the city of Phoenix, Cisco 
Systems, and Cox Communications to launch its Reverse Pitch competition: the Cisco IoT 
Challenge. Challenge organizers sought the top technologists in Phoenix to participate in this 
Reverse Pitch to help the city go green and move closer to its goal of achieving zero waste. 
Phoenix is attempting to divert 40 percent of trash from landfills by 2020, and to achieve 
zero waste by the year 2050. Participating teams worked closely with the city’s Public Works 
Department, which opened specific data sets for the teams to leverage and use to build their 
solutions. Additionally, Cisco and iDP provided access and training on innovative technologies to 
the participating developers.

Photo Credit: Cajun Code Fest 

http://www.timesfreepress.com/news/business/aroundregion/story/2017/feb/16/epb-chattanoogpublic-library-seek-help-tap-su/413113/
http://colab.co/calendar/reverse-pitch-2/
http://www.teknovation.biz/2017/02/09/chattanooga-hosting-reverse-pitch-focused-gigabit-applications/
http://cajuncodefest.org/
https://www.facebook.com/CajunCodeFest
http://theind.com/article-24793-how-to-make-lafayette-a-'smart-city'.html
http://cajuncodefest.org/
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The winner of the Cisco IoT Challenge received $20,000 to further develop their technology 
solutions, and earned the opportunity pitch at the 2017 Smart City Hack Finale in October for a 
chance to represent the City of Phoenix in Barcelona, Spain.

The winning gigabit application from this Reverse Pitch was Pickup Minder by 
Hathority. Pickup Minder integrates the City’s “open datasets” with fleet-based IoT/
sensors (onboard systems) in an Integration Platform-as-a-Service (iPaaS), sending 
actionable notifications to opted-in residential customers. Hathority’s solution 
integrates technology that the City has already invested in to connect customers 
with the Public Works Department. Hathority built a platform for this integration that 
uses IoT data to help customers know when and how to place their bins, gamifies 
and incentivizes learning about trucks, refuse and recycling, helps supervisors better 
manage routes and routing, and helps drivers with route information. 

For more information, please visit:

• Pickup Minder

• Phoenix Partners with Cisco, Institute for Digital Progress to Offer $20K to Local 
IoT Developers

CLEVELAND

The Cleveland SGC hosted an Impact Pitch—a Reverse Pitch for makers developing ultra 
high-bandwidth hardware, software and business applications that want to impact their local 
community. The competition was organized by DigitalC, US Ignite, the Cleveland Water Alliance, 
USA Firmware, and the Cuyahoga Public Library. The kick-off event was held on May 3, 2017, and 
provided the opportunity for $1,000 cash rewards for finalists. Based on the pitches from the 
kick-off event, the Reverse Pitch became the Internet of H20 Water Innovation Competition.

On October 27, 2017, the Cleveland Water Alliance, in partnership with DigitalC and US Ignite, 
selected the winners. This competition challenged communities to come together to solve for 
real-world issues and establish a Smart Lake strategy that requires the integration of sensors, 
advanced networking, and insights generated from data science. Five teams, made up of 
individuals and companies from around the country, presented their ideas to a panel of judges. 
The winners received $50,000 in cash prizes and additional support services.

The winning ideas from this Reverse Pitch were: 

• Team Glass, End-to-end Solution Prize: Team GLASS was a collaborative effort between 
OHM Advisors, H2Ometrics, Green Eyes, and HESCO. Together, the team delivered a robust, 
scalable, interoperable, real-time nutrient monitoring system. The team members offered 
unique expertise and access to technologies that allowed for advanced nutrient detection, 
telemetry, cloud data analytics, and system integration.

• Team ExtremeComms + MicroBuoy, Technology Innovation Prize: A partnership between 
two teams of engineering PhD candidates and Professors from Florida Atlantic University 
and Wayne State University. This team is working towards the first field deployment of 
electrochemical nanosensors for phosphorus paired with hyper-compact batteries and 
smart underwater modem technology to enable software-defined wireless networking of 
fixed sensors and unmanned aquatic vehicles.

Photo Credit: iDP

https://phoenix.hathority.io/
https://www.phoenix.gov/news/publicworks/1605
https://www.phoenix.gov/news/publicworks/1605
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• Team HyrdoTrek, Network Technology Prize: The 
HydroTrek team included contributors from Global Quality 
Corp., Sayantek, and Roietronics who developed advanced 
electronics and software to create a next generation IoT 
platform for Smart Water monitoring and modeling.

For more information, please visit:

• Water Innovation Competition Aimed at Monitoring 
Harmful Nutrients in Lake Erie

• Cleveland Water Alliance

• Internet of H20

KANSAS CITY

KC Digital Drive hosted the Gigabit App Workday on March 30, 2017. The Kansas City Gigabit 
Workday was part hackathon, part workshop, part learning opportunity and all about growing 
the community that is actively building applications and deploying projects that form our gigabit 
app ecosystem.

Beyond the Reverse Pitches, the Gigabit Workday also featured panel discussions, a keynote 
speaker, gigabit co-working, and time to provide project updates and share other relevant 
information. Additionally it featured one-on-one sessions with our visiting National Technology 
Leader. For 2017, the event was focused on expanding the community in transportation, public 
safety, energy/sustainability, and advanced manufacturing.

Photo Credit: Internet of H20

http://clevelandwateralliance.org/2017/10/25/water-innovation-competition-aimed-at-monitoring-harmful-nutrients-in-lake-erie/
http://clevelandwateralliance.org/2017/10/25/water-innovation-competition-aimed-at-monitoring-harmful-nutrients-in-lake-erie/
http://www.clevelandwateralliance.org
https://internetofh2o.io/

